Compiled from information provided by instructors of LIS courses, the following list has been published for your convenience. Every effort was made to list the information in its entirety; it should be noted, however, that this list may not be complete nor definitive and may be subject to change before the start of the semester. List will be updated as new information is received.

Textbooks, etc. may be purchased from these campus facilities, unless otherwise noted. (The links are to that bookstore’s online ordering system.)

**Illini Union Bookstore (IUB), 809 S. Wright, Champaign. (217) 333-2050** ([http://uofibookstore.illinois.edu/buy_main.asp](http://uofibookstore.illinois.edu/buy_main.asp))
Fall Term book orders will be available for online viewing/ordering beginning July 8, 2013.

**TIS Bookstore, 707 S. Sixth Street, Champaign. (217) 337-4900** ([http://tisbookui.com/SelectTermDept.aspx](http://tisbookui.com/SelectTermDept.aspx))

Students are required to use a USB Headset Microphone when participating in the LEEP (online) classes. See [http://groups.lis.illinois.edu/itdweb/bbcollaborate/recommendations.html](http://groups.lis.illinois.edu/itdweb/bbcollaborate/recommendations.html)

---

- **LIS 199OBI** – Sharon Irish ([slirish@illinois.edu](mailto:slirish@illinois.edu))  **CANCELLED 7/25/13**

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS/INFO/MACS 202A** – Alan Bilansky ([alanb@illinois.edu](mailto:alanb@illinois.edu))

  No required or required texts to purchase.

- **LIS/INFO 390CC** – Damian Duffy ([dsduffy@illinois.edu](mailto:dsduffy@illinois.edu))


- **LIS 390RGI** – Melissa Nicholas ([mjnicho2@illinois.edu](mailto:mjnicho2@illinois.edu)) and LaTesha Velez ([lmvelez@illinois.edu](mailto:lmvelez@illinois.edu)) [Meets with INFO 390RGI, AAS 390RGI, GWS 395 RGI]

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 390W1A** – Ingbert Schmidt ([ifloyd2@illinois.edu](mailto:ifloyd2@illinois.edu))

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.
• LIS 403AU/AG [on-campus] – Elizabeth (Betty) Bush (ekbush@illinois.edu)

All are REQUIRED

**Picture Books**


**Beginning Readers**


**Series**


**Folktales**


**Classics**


**Boys Read / Girls Read**


**Contemporary Problems**


**Fantasy**


**Mystery**


**Historical Fiction**


**Graphic Novels**


**Poetry**


**Reading / Writing**


**Awards**


Additional Texts


- LIS 403LEA [LEEP] – Karla Lucht (klucht@illinois.edu)
  USB Headset Microphone

All are REQUIRED


Picture Books


Beginning Readers


Folk and Fairy Tales


**Classics**


**Series**


**Contemporary Fiction**


**Mystery**


**Adventure**


**Historical Fiction**


**Fantasy, Science Fiction**


**Graphic Novels**


**Poetry**


**Information Books**


**Controversy**


LIS 403LEB [LEEP] – (Dawn) Mikki Smith (smith199@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

All are REQUIRED

Picture Books


Beginning Readers


Folk and Fairy Tales


Classics


**Series**


**Contemporary Fiction**


**Mystery**


**Adventure**

Roxie and the Hooligans. Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. Alladin. 9781416902447


**Historical Fiction**


**Fantasy, Science Fiction, and Horror**


**Graphic Novels**


**Poetry**


**Nonfiction**


**Controversy**


- LIS 451A4 [on-campus] – Martin Wolske (mwolske@illinois.edu)


- **LIS 452AU/AG [on-campus]** – Miles Efron *(mefron@illinois.edu)*
  USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 452LE [LEEP]** – Vetle Torvik *(vtorvik@illinois.edu)*
  USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 453LE [LEEP]** – Kevin Trainor *(trainor@illinois.edu)*
  CANCELLED 7/25/13
  USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 456AU/AG [on-campus]** – Miles Efron *(mefron@illinois.edu)*


- **LIS 458AU/AG [on-campus]** – Nicole Cooke *(nacooke@illinois.edu)*


- **LIS 458LE [LEEP]** – Melissa Wong *(mawong@illinois.edu)*
  USB Headset Microphone

• LIS 490DB [on-campus] and LIS 490DBL [LEEP] – John Weible (jweible@illinois.edu)

USB Headset Microphone (for 490DBL)


• LIS 490DD [on-campus] – Abdul Alkalimat (mcworter@illinois.edu)


• LIS 490GIL [LEEP] – Jon Gant (jongant@illinois.edu) [textbooks added 7/30/13]


• LIS 490ITU/ITG [on-campus] – Michael Twidale (twidale@illinois.edu)


• LIS 490PVU/PVG [on-campus] – Les Gasser (gasser@illinois.edu)


• LIS 490STU/STG [on-campus] – Martin Wolske (mwolske@illinois.edu)


- **LIS 490TEG [on-campus] – David Mussulman** ([mussulma@illinois.edu](mailto:mussulma@illinois.edu))


- **LIS 490TEL [LEEP] – Amanda Hartman** ([anamdhartman@gmail.com](mailto:anamdhartman@gmail.com))


- **LIS 501AL1 [on-campus] – Emily Knox** ([knox@illinois.edu](mailto:knox@illinois.edu)) / Kathryn La Barre ([klabarre@illinois.edu](mailto:klabarre@illinois.edu))


- **LIS 501 LEA / LEB / LEC [LEEP] – Linda Smith** ([lsmith@illinois.edu](mailto:lsmith@illinois.edu))

  USB Headset Microphone


- **LIS 502A [on-campus] – Kate Williams** ([katewill@illinois.edu](mailto:katewill@illinois.edu))

  No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 504A [on-campus] – Emily Knox** ([knox@illinois.edu](mailto:knox@illinois.edu))


● LIS 504LEA [LEEP] and 504LEB [LEEP] – Jeanne Holba Puacz (jpuacz@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 505A [on-campus] – Jeanne Hamilton (jeannehamilton09@gmail.com)


● LIS 505LE [LEEP] – Mary Munroe (mhmunroe@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 506A [on-campus] and LIS 506LEA [LEEP] – Carol Tilley (ctilley@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone (for LEEP 506LEA)

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 506LEB [LEEP] – Alaine Martaus (martaus2@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 507LEA [LEEP] – Bobby Bothmann (bothmann@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 507LEB [LEEP] – Dennis Quinn (dpquinn@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase. [8/20/13]

● LIS 507LEC [LEEP] – Maren Mayer (mandersonmayer@gmail.com)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase. [8/20/13]
USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 508LEB [LEEP] – Anne Barnhart (anneb@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 511LE [LEEP] – Donald Krummel (donkey@illinois.edu)  SECTION CANCELED 7/25/13**

Now offered as LIS 511A [on-campus]

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 514A [on-campus] and LIS 514LE [LEEP] – Christine Jenkins (cajenkin@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone (for LEEP 514LE)

**REQUIRED**


**Recommended**


**LIS 518A [on-campus] –** Kate Williams ([katewill@illinois.edu](mailto:katewill@illinois.edu))


**LIS 519LE [LEEP] –** Virgil Varvel ([vvarvel@illinois.edu](mailto:vvarvel@illinois.edu))


**LIS 526LE [LEEP] –** Lynn Hanson ([lmhanson@illinois.edu](mailto:lmhanson@illinois.edu))

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 530C [on-campus] –** Christopher (Kit) Condill ([condill@illinois.edu](mailto:condill@illinois.edu))

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 530ELE [LEEP] –** Terrence Bennett ([tbennett@tcnj.edu](mailto:tbennett@tcnj.edu))

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.
• LIS 560LE [LEEP] – Stephen Downie (jdownie@illinois.edu)
  USB Headset Microphone


• LIS 561LE [LEEP] – Karen Wickett (wickett2@illinois.edu)
  USB Headset Microphone


• LIS 562A [on-campus] – Tim Cole (t-cole@illinois.edu) / Myung-Ja Han (mhan3@illinois.edu)


• LIS 569LE [LEEP] – Robert Burger (rburger@illinois.edu)


Course packet. $23.00. Order or pick up from Illini Union Bookstore (IUB). *(REQUIRED)*

On-campus pickup: If you locate the shelf tag for the course packet but no packets are visible, check the back of the shelf because the packets are not always pulled forward to the shelf’s edge. If there are no copies left, visit the IUB textbook counter to place a hold on the packet. A new copy will be available the next day (excluding Sat. or Sun.) in your name. You will get an email, and you can pick up your copy from the textbook counter anytime after 3:00 p, the next business day.

Students at a distance: order your packet through IUB as you would other texts – 217-333-2050.

• LIS 580A [on-campus] – Marten Stromberg (mstrombe@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

• LIS 580LE [LEEP] – Sidney Berger (sidney_berger@pem.org)
  USB Headset Microphone


See GWS 590 sect. 1 on the bookstores’ textbook websites. [Meets with GWS 590 1 and MDIA 590 1.]

See RLST 503A on the bookstores’ textbook websites. [Meets with RLST 503A]


Venables, W.N., D.M Smith and the RCore Team. *An Introduction to R.* (Based on the former “Notes on R.” gives an introduction to the language and how to use it for doing statistical analysis and graphics.) Download from [http://www.r-project.org/](http://www.r-project.org/). *(REQUIRED)*
All are recommended


---

**LIS 590AVL [LEEP] – Jimi Jones (jjones2@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 590BBL [LEEP] – Andrew Huot (ahuot@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 590CML [LEEP] – Jeff Limp (jlimp1@illinois.edu) CANCELLED 7/25/13**

USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 590DCL [LEEP] – Ruth Duerr (rduerr@colorado.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.
USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 590DUL [LEEP] – Nicole Cooke (nacooke@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 590ERL [LEEP] – Steve Oberg (steve.oberg@gmail.com)**

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 590EXL [LEEP] – Valerie Hotchkiss (vhotchki@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


**LIS 590GEL [LEEP] – Nicole Miller (nwmiller@illinois.edu)**

USB Headset Microphone


Optional — students will need to consult, but not necessarily purchase, the following:


No required or recommended texts to purchase.


**LIS 590ISP [on-campus] – Dan Schiller (dschille@illinois.edu)**

**All are REQUIRED**


**Reading packet (to be sold at IUB)** [There will not be a reading packet to purchase. 8/7/13]

- **LIS 590LWL [LEEP] – Diane Kovacs (diane@kovacs.com)**

  **USB Headset Microphone**

  ![Instructor note: Our textbooks are available as e-books through UIUC Libraries (Safari)- http://www.library.illinois.edu/lsx/findit/Ebooks.html ]

**Required**


**Recommended Strongly:**

Graph Paper (for laying out CSS design)


---

**LIS 590MTL [LEEP] – Vetle Torvik** *(vtorvik@illinois.edu)* / Brent Fegley *(fegley1@illinois.edu)*

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 590NA [on-campus] – Jana Diesner** *(jdiesner@illinois.edu)*


**LIS 590PAL [LEEP] – Lori Kendall** *(loriken@illinois.edu)*

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 590QM [on-campus] – Lori Kendall** *(loriken@illinois.edu)* CANCELLED 8/19/13

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

**LIS 590RML [LEEP] – Joanne Kaczmarek** *(jkaczmar@illinois.edu)*

USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 590RO [on-campus] – David Dubin** *(ddubin@illinois.edu)*

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

- **LIS 590SF [on-campus] – Jana Diesner** *(jdiesner@illinois.edu)*

- LIS 590SPM [on-campus] – James Clark (j.g.clark@exeter.ac.uk)

See MDVL 501SPM on the bookstores’ textbook websites. [Meets with MDVL 501SPM.]

- LIS 590TR [on-campus] – Carole Palmer (clpalmer@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase.